INDEX LED Lighting

Custom Fixtures

The Wave
Florence III with Shepherd’s Crook
Area & Roadway Lighting
Custom Street Lighting
Plantation Single Module LED

Historic LED Post Tops - Acorns

Lexington Radiant™ LEX
Lexington Opti-FLUX™ Stipple Globe LEX1
Lexington Opti-FLUX™ LEX2
Huntington Opti-FLUX™
Huntington Opti-FLUX™ Stipple Globe
Sentinel Opti-FLUX™ Glass SENT

Historic LED Post Tops

Sherwood 1 Radiant™ SHER1
Sherwood 2 Radiant™ SHER2
Heritage Radiant™ HER1
Heritage Medium Pedestrian Radiant™ HER2
Portsmouth Radiant™

Hampton Radiant™
Revere Radiant™
Carlsbad Radiant™ CAR1
Carlsbad Medium Radiant™ CAR2
Carlsbad Small Radiant™ CAR3
Holland Radiant™

Florence 1 Opti-FLUX™ & Radiant™ FLOR1
Florence 2 Opti-FLUX™ & Radiant™ FLOR2
Santa Fe 1 LED SANTA-FE 1
Santa Fe 2 LED SANTA-FE 2
Lyre Opti-FLUX™ & Radiant™
Southgate Radiant™

*Limited Selection of Options Available in Pemco Quick Ship Program.
LED Lighting

Contemporary LED Post Tops

- Astro Sphere
- Astro Sphere DEC-1 Cage
- Postaire PL Opti-FLUX™
- Cape May Post Top Radiant™
- Boca I & II LED
- Regent Radiant™

Quick-Ship
- Skylight SKY80SQ
- Skylight SKY80RD
- Skylight SKY81RD
- Skylight SKY70RD
- Skylight SKY71RD

Tear Drop Pendants

- Calais Opti-FLUX™ & Radiant™
- Coronado I & II Opti-FLUX™ & Radiant™
- Cape May Pendant Radiant™
- Cape May Utility Radiant™

- Greenville Radiant™
- Florence III Radiant™

Shade Pendants

- Cape May Pendant Radiant™
- Cape May Unity Radiant™
- Danville Radiant™
- Bristol Opti-FLUX™ & Radiant™

- Winston Radiant™
- Jamestown Radial Wave TE
- Jamestown Radial Wave SE
LED Bollards

Contemporary Bollards

Cavalier 1
Cavalier 3
Cavalier 4
Cavalier 5
Cavalier 6
Cavalier 6 Concrete
Cavalier 8
Cavalier 10
Cavalier T8
Cavalier T9
Cavalier T10

Boca Bollard
Cavalier 11 & 12
Cavalier 13R & 13S
Cavalier 15
Cavalier 16
Cavalier 17
Cavalier 18
Cavalier 19

Traditional Bollards

CAV-014
CAV-102
CAV-112
CAV-130
CAV-142
CAV-193
CAV-220
CAV-320
CAV-371
CAV-381
CAV-402
CAV-412
CAV-414
CAV-416
CAV-440
CAV-460
CAV-512
CAV-525
CAV-550
CAV-612
CAV-672
CAV-674
CAV-676
CAV-770
CAV-780
CAV-790
CAV-676
CAV-414
CAV-512
CAV-440
CAV-460
CAV-512
CAV-525
CAV-550
CAV-612
CAV-672
CAV-674
CAV-676
CAV-770
CAV-780
CAV-790
Poles

Poles > Aluminum Poles Decorative

Quick-Ship

Poles > Aluminum Straight Poles

Quick-Ship

Poles > Steel Poles

Quick-Ship

**Limited Selection of Options Available in Pemco Quick Ship Program.**
Select models available for Quick Ship option, please contact factory for lead time and price.
Contact us today to discuss your next custom project.

Short lead times combined with quality is a Pemco product.

150 Pemco Way
Wilmington, DE 19804
www.pemcolighting.com
(302) 892-9000
Fax: (302) 892-9005